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I eye the shadowy figure looming over me. Everything in me wants to scream out that it isn&apos;t

fair he knows all of me--so I do. It isn&apos;t fair he&apos;s had months to stalk me like prey. Like a

game of chess he&apos;s calculated every move. I am blinded by the darkness in this place

I&apos;ve come to term as the cellar. Now, I feel as if that same darkness inhabits my soul. I want

to scream, to fight, to lash out--so I do. He has robbed me of my freedom, and my control. He will

never rob me of my will to fight...
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Be warned this is a dark romance that many, I mean many, would find offensive. This book is not for

everyone. This is beyond erotic because this has descriptions of an unhinged serial killer doing

things to women, bad things. The love story itself is nothing I haven't read by Ms. Steele before. As

matter of fact I thought "The Club" had way darker psychotic hero; and more explicit and psychotic

BDSM scenes. Fun fact (the book has some dark humor as well), the detectives in this book came

out in "The Club"! Oh, and The Governor is also mentioned. Anyway, beware the shock factor in this

book comes from the killer on the loose and the tidbits we read about his deranged killings and



torture of the bodies.The story begins with us learning about twins with psychotic penchants. One

likes to torture, mutilate and kill his victims. The other one likes hardcore BDSM and he talks about

his past "playmates". One brother is in jail and the other one is a doctor. Both obsess over one girl

that is now the next victim of the copy-cat killer; but fortunately, or unfortunately depending how you

see it, is kidnapped by the hero.In this book there are very graphic scenes of violence, depravity,

and mutilation of women from the psycho copy cat killer. The hero and heroine have some steamy

times together. I never read any unwillingness during sexual scenes with H/h (I know

disappointment;)There are so many twist and turns to this book that you have to read the book to

find out. There are loyalties tested, connections made, suspense, and craziness to go around. We

know - who - done - it but the suspense of how they will out maneuver themselves is exciting to

read! Oh man, it really picks up mid way. It all ends well for a dark read.
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